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If L is a finite lattice a~:d A is a finite set, then !g A := (A, .~) is a linite representation (FR) of L 
on A iff ~£ is a 0,1-sublattice of %(A), the lattice of all, equivalence relations on A, and ,£ is 
isomorphic to L. If ~A is a FR of L on A and ~ is ah;o the congruence lattice of some algebra 
with base set A, we say ~£A is a finite algebraic repre~,~entation (FAR). Thus every finite lattice 
has a FR, and it is unknown whether every finite lattice has a FAR, Among those linite lattices 
not known to have FAR's perhaps the M~'s (modtdar lattices of length two width n atoms) 
provide the most natural class of examples. Some M.',,; (viz, Mo~+~ with p prime) aire known to 
have FAR's. The lattice M7 is the smallest M,, not of that type, and the existerice problem 
remains unsettled for MT. This paper explores the general structure of FAR's of M,'s. We 
prove: 
t[ M,  (n~4) has such a representation HA, then JVI, has another such representation Ga 
safis[ying: (i) There are no homomorphisms of Ga in.to GB (as a colored graph) other than 
automorphisms and constant maps. (ii) G a is vertex trans#ive. (iii) Each color decompo~:es G B into 
equivalence classes of uni[orm size. (iv) Every vertex o[ H A lies in a subgraph o[ H A isomorphic to 
Ga. 
For n >~O, ?d,~ has no such representation h^ in which a non-diagonal congruel~ce has a 
singleton equivalence class. For n ~ p + 1 (p prime) M n has no such representation Hj~ in which 
more than one congruence has a two element e~uivalence class. 
1. Background 
Each finite lattice is known to be isomorphic to the congruence lattice of some 
algebra; it is not  known however if this algebra itself can be chosen to be finite. 
The recent solution to Whi tman 's  problem by Pudl~k and T/ lma [5] shows that 
each finite lattice can be represented as a 0,1-sublattice of the lattice of equival- 
ence relations of a finite set. For many lattices at least some of those representa- 
t ions fail to be the congruence lattice of any ~agebra; indeed the only finite lattices 
for which every such representat ion is the congruence lattice of an algebra a:re the 
finite distr ibutive lattices (cf. [4, 6]). 
If L is a finite lattice and A is a finite set then .~A =(A , .~)  is a l inite 
representation (FR) of L on A iff ~ is a 0,1-sublattice of ~g(A), the lattice of all 
equivalence relat ions on A, and ~ is isomorphic to L. If !£A is a FR  of L on A 
and !£ is also the congruence lattice of some algebra with base set A, we say .'CA is 
a finite algebraic representat ion (FAR).  Thus every finite lattice has a FR, anti it is 
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unknown whether every finite lattice has a FAR. Among those finite lattices not 
known to have FAR's perhaps the J~d,'s (modular lattices of length two with n 
atoms) provide the most natural class of examples. Some M. 's  (viz. Mp~÷~ with p 
prime) are known to have FAR's. The lattice M7 is the smallest M. not of that 
type, and the existence problem (cf. [3]) remains unsettled for MT. This paper 
explores the general structure of FAR's of M,'s. Some applications to M7 can be 
found in [8]. All of the proofs are deferred to Section 3. 
2. Main results 
We view a relational structure ~,~ = (A, .Le) which is a FR of an Mn as a colored 
graph; that is each of the equivalence relations which represent an atom of M, is 
interpreted as a partial edge coloring of a graph whose vertices are A, (cf. Fig. 1) 
and whose edges are the pairs in that equivalence relation. Thus homomorphisms 
of similar FR's are edge (color) preserving maps. A non-trivial homomorphic 
image is an image which does not consist of a single point. Tiae set of all 
homomorphisms from ~£A into ~A is denoted by Horn ~A. We denote the least 
and greatest elements of a FR 5£A by 0A and 1A (the diagonal and universal 
relations on A) respectively. If B_  A, then ~£B denotes the subgraph of ,T,A 
generated by B: 
~,e~ = ( B, { 0,~ I O e :e, 0B = 0 nB~}). 
Example. A FR of M3 on the set A = {a, b, c, d}: Let 
c~ = {(a, c), (c, a), (b, d), (d, b)}UA A 
be colored by ~ and 
/3 = {(c, d), (d, c), (a, b), (b, a)}UA A 
bc colored by --- e ,  and 
-y = {(c, b). (b. c)} U ~,~ 
be coloured by ~ . 
The relations 
b 
a d 
C 
ordered by inclusion yield: 
A2 
t ,  
which is isomorphic to M3, and we say ~,~ = (A, {a/3 7}) is a FR of M3. 
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Note that 'coloring' of ! = A 2 has mercifully been omitted and that 0= A A 
consisting of all loops should be interpreted as being colored by all of the colors 
used for ~x,/3, 3'. 
Proposilion 1. I f  SeA is a FR of M,  (n >I 3), then for arey a ~ Horn SeA with aA  
non-trivial, the subgraph Se,~ is also a FR of M,. 
Again let ~£A be a FR of M,; certainly for some o~HomSeA we have 
1 < l aA[ <~ I flA[ for all 13 ~ Horn ~,~ with I/3A I > 1. The subgraph ~,~A generated by 
such an aA will be called a c!taracteristic subgraph of SeA provided Se,~,~ has a 
maximal number of colored edges of any subgraph SeeA with laA[ = I/3AI, /3 
Horn SeA- 
Proposition 2. I f  ~,x is a FAR of M,  (n >>- 3) trod ~,,A is a characteristic subgraph 
of YA then: 
(i) For each a ~ A there is some B c A with a ~ B and ~._£~ isomorphic to Se,,A. 
(ii) Every characteristic subgruph of SeA is isomorphic to ~A.  
A finite representation ~A which has no non-trivial proper homomorphic 
images is said to be irreducible. If Sea is also a FAR we wit~ say that SeA is an 
irreducible finite algebraic representation (IFAR). 
Proposilion 3. I f  SeA is a FAR of M. (n ~ 3), then the characteristic subgraph of 
SeA is an IFAR of M..  
Thus for n I> 3, there exists a FAR of M,~ if and only if there exists an IFAR of 
M.. The existence (or non-existence) of IFAR's for particular Mo's may turn out 
to be a more accessible problem because of the extreme regularity which this 
smaller class of representations must display: 
Proposition 4. I f  SeA is an IFAR of M,  (!, ~-4), then ~,x satisfies: 
(i) (vertex transitivity) For each a, b ~ A there is an automorphism ce ~ Horn SeA 
with a(a) = b. 
(ii) (uniform congruences) For each 0 ESe there is a number k so that every 
O-class has exactly k elements. 
As a result of Proposition 2 and Proposition 3 each FAR of M, consists of 
many copies of a single IFAR suitably pieced together. Moreover some general 
structural properties of the FAR's  of Mn's themselves emerge easily through 
consideration of the associated IFAR's. We use the IFAR's to prove for example: 
Proposition 5. I f  SeA is a FAR of Mn (n >I 4), then no atom 0 ~ '.e hac a singleton 
as a O-class. 
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Proposition 6. If ~£~x is a FAR of M. (n >t 4) and n ~ p + 1 for any prime p, then at 
most o~e 0 ~ ~ has two element equivalence class. 
3. Techniques and proofs 
A technique connnonly employed in many of the proofs that follow is the 
application of a concrete representation result for congruences (cf. [1, 7, 9]). We 
state such a result in a form useful for our purposes. For R ~ A 2 let ~AR denote 
the smallest equivalence relation in %(A) which contains R, the equivalence 
closure of R in A. 
Lemma 1. If c~,x =(A .~)  is a FR of L, then ~,A is a FAR of L i~ and only if for 
each pair a, b ~ A the relation ~A {(aa, orb) [ a e Horn ~A} belongs to ~. 
Proof. Let C denote the congruence lattice of the unary algebra ~A, Hom ~A). 
Clearly ~c_ C. By a result due to Malcev moreover, ~,= C if and only if ~A is 
FAR of L. since ~A is the congruence lattice of some algebra over A iff 5~.,x is the 
congruence lattice of an algebra of unary operations. Thus if 5~A i~; :~ FAR, each 
principal congruence in (7, ~A{(aa, b) l a ~ Hom ~A}, belongs to ~f. Conversely if
each principal congruence in C belongs to ~, then C__.~, since ~ is join closed 
and C is generated by principal congruences under join. Thus C = ~ ~,~d ~ is a 
FAR of L~ ~ 
The proof of Proposition 1 requires no special tools: 
Proposition Jr. If ~A is a FR of M. (n t> 3) then for any ct ~ Horn ~A for which 
a (A)  is non-trivial, the subgraph ~A is also a FR of M.. 
F~'oof. Note first that {0,~A I 0,~A =0A(aA)  2, 0~..~} is a set of equivalence rela- 
tions on o~A. Clearly 0,~,~ and I,~A are respectively the diagonal arid universal 
relations on otA, It suffices to check for atoms 0, ~r e:~£ with 04  ~" that both 0,~A 
and ~r.A are distinct from 0.A and 1.A, that 0,~A ~= 7r,,A and that 0,,A v ~ro,~ = 1,,A. 
(Obviously 0,~AN~,~A =0,~A.) Now for (a,b)=(ctx, ay)~(aA)2=_A 2 there is a 
finite path of 0 and ~r edges in ~ which connect x and y, since (x, y)~ 1A = 0v~r. 
Because a is a homo~orphism, the image of this oath is also a path of 0 and ~r 
edges in aA, and this path connects a and b, Thus 0.A v ¢r,,A = 1,,A for all atoms 
0, ~r ~ ~ with 0 ~= ~r. If ~r.A = 1,,A, then for a and b in aA, (a, b) e ~'aA =-- ~r, Thus 
for each atom 7:/= 7r, (a. b)ev,,A implies (a ,b )~vn~r ,  hence a=b.  Thus 0,,A = 
V..~ = 0.A. In fact O,,A v V,,,x = 0.A, whereas from our observation above 0,,A V 
3'.A = 1.Aq=0.A. Thus 7r.a ,¢-1,,A, and from 0,~A V~r,~A = 1,,A it also follows that 
0.,~ ~ 0.A, hence 0~A and 7r.a are distinct and neither of them is 0,,A or 1,,A. [] 
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Recall that a characteristic subgraph of ~£A is one generated by a minimal 
non-trivial homomorphic image, having among all such ,subgraphs .a maximal 
number of colored edges. 
Lemma 2. Let [£,~ be a characteristic subgraph of ~A. If {3 ~ Horn ~A and 
I /3aA[> 1, then/3 is an isomorphism of ~,,~ onto ~O,~A. 
Proof. Note [aAl>~J/3aAl>l and laAI<~J/3aAI since 5~A is a characteristic 
subgraph, hence laAJ = I/3otAI and/3 :aA--~/3aA is trivially a bijection. It remains 
to show that/3 -1 is a homomorphism. For each 8 E~£,/3 maps the 8 edges of ~£,~A 
1-1 into the 8 edges of ~o,n- In fact/3 must map the 0 edges of 5~,A onto the 8 
edges of ~£~,~,~ for each 8 ~ (otherwise ~£o,~A would have more colored edges 
than L,A). Hence if (u, v) is a 8 edge in ~a,~A then (/3-lu,/3-%) is a 8 edge in 
5eo,~,~. Thus /3-1 is a homomorphism, and /3 is an isomorphism. [] 
Proposition 2. If ~x is a FAR of M,, (n >! 3) and ~,~A is a characteristic subgraph 
of ~£A, then: 
(i) For each a ~ A there is some B c A with a ~ B and ~_u isomorphic to .~,A. 
(ii) Every characteristic subgraph of ~,x is isomorphic tc, ~a .  
Proof. If aA  = A then both (i) and (ii) follow trivially. So assume that aA is a 
proper subset of A. To see (i) holds, fix a ~ A with a¢ aA. Note that a ,cannot 
occur as a singleton 8-class for every atom 8~&~ (otherwise for atoms 
8, 7r c ~, 0 v 7r¢ 1 a.) Hence there is some atom 8 e ~ and some b ~. A, b ~: tl, with 
(a, b)~ 0 Since, by Proposition 1, ~,,a is a FR of M,,, there exist x, y E aA  wi~h 
x~ y and (x, y)e 0 (otherwise 8~,,~ =0,,a). It follows by Lemma 1 that 
8 = %A{(3'X, 3'Y) [ 3' ~ Horn ~A }. 
Moreover (a,b)~O, so there is a finite path (u~,v,)~O, i= 1,2 . . . . .  m which 
connects a and b with {u,, v~}={3,~x, 3"~y} and 3"~ ~Hom ~A. Thus for some j<.m 
we have a c {3"ix, 3'iY} and 3'~x~ 3'~y. Now 13'~o~Al> 1 so, by Lcmma 2, ~,,,~ ~'~£v,,~n" 
For B = 3"~an we have a e B and ~ ~, , ,~  as required. 
Now to see (ii) holds, let ~,,a and ~o/, be two characteristic subg, j'aphs o[ [£A. 
Let u 6 aA  and let J = {x ~ A [ a(x) = u}. Note 1 ~<[JI <IAI  since 1 <laAl .  Now let 
r ~ A - J and s e J. For any two atoms 8, 7r ~ ~/~. there is a finite path of 0-edge~; and 
~r-edges which connect r and s, since 0 v ~" = l. Thus for some y c- A - J  and some 
x~J  we have (x, y )~0 for some atom 0e3~. ~t~A is a FR of M,, so there ~;xist 
v, w ~/3A with v :P w and (v, w] 6 0. It follows that 0 = ~,~ {(3'v, 3'w) j 3" 6 Horn ~'£A }. 
Now (x, y)~ 0 hence there is a finite connected path '.)f images (3'~v, 3"~w)e 0, 3'~ 
Hom~a,  i=1  . . . . .  n joining x and y. Since xe J  and y~J,  fl~r some j-~n we 
have yiv~J and 3"iwCJ (or vice versa). Thus a3"iv~ a3"~w since ,exactly one of 
these a image:~ is u. From [a3'~/3Al> 1 we conclude by Lemma 2 that a3"~ is an 
isomorphisrn of ~£~,~ onto ~g,~v,t~A" But e~3"i¢'lA~_aA and [ot3"~(3Ai=l~Al=lo~AI 
hence ot3"i/3A = o~A, and ~aA ~£,~,~" [] 
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Proposition 3. I f  ~£~ is a FAR of M, (n >13), then the characteristic subgraph of 
~ is an WAR o[ M,. 
Proof. Let ~,,A be a characteristic subgraph of ~A. Clearly it suffices to consider 
aA  :fi A. Note ~A is irreducible, so w~ need only argue ~,~ is a FAR of M~. We 
claim tx is a strong homomorphism, viz. for each pair a, bEo.A with (a ,b )~O 
there is some pair a', b '~ A with oea'= a and ab' = b and (~', b')~ 0. To show this 
we argue that there is some B ~ A with a: ~£B'->5~,,A an isomorphism by making 
use of Lemma 2. Fix u ~ aA  and again let J = {x E A I o:(x) = u}. Argu ing as in the 
proof of Proposition 2 observe that for some atom 0 ~ ~ there is a pair (x, y) ~ 0 
with x~J  and y~J. Let o, w~ctA  with v#w and (v, w)~O. Note by Lemrna 1, 
0 =~gA{(3,v..¢w) l "~ e Hom ~£n}. Because (x, y)~ 0 we have a finite path of images 
(3,~v, 3,~w)~ 0 joining x and y with 3~ ~Hom ~,  i = 1 . . . . .  n. For some ~<n we 
must have 3~v ~ J and 3,~w~ J (or vice versa). Now 1 < IT&eAI so by [.emma 2, T~ is 
im isomorphism of ~,~,, onto ~v,,~A. Moreover l<lotv~oeAI since oe must map 
cxactly one of ",by and Viw to u. Thus for B = v~aA we have (agmn by Lemma 2) 
a, is an isomorphism of ~n onto ~,~. But aBGceA and ~, , , ,~-~a~, ,a  so 
[~tBt ~ [~A l- Thus orB = etA and ce : ~B ----~£,,~ =~£,.n is an isomorphism of ~ onto 
~,,,~. it follows that a : ~---'~,,A is a strong homomorphism as claimed. Now to see 
that f£,~/, is a FAR it will suffice (by Lemma 1) to show for each pair c, d e aA  
with c~d that the relation ~g,,~{(/3c,/3d) l T~Hom:~,~A} equals 0,~A for some 
0~.  To ~his end, consider 0,,A for the least 0~ with (c,d)~O. Clearly 
%,,,~{({3c./3d) [/3~ Horn ~,~} ~:: O~A. and it is necessary only to show the opposite 
inclusion. Let (r, S)E 0,,.~ ___ 0. Since (c, d)~ 0,~a - 0 and ~£a is a FA1 ~, we have 
(r, s)~ 0 =%a{(W, 3,d) I ~'~ Horn ~A}. Moreover we have established that there is 
somc (r'. s')~ 0 with oer'= r and as'= s. Thus there is also a finite ?ath of images 
('¢~c. ~r'~d)~ 0 connecting r' and s' with 3'~ ~ Horn ~,~, i = 1 . . . . .  n. The o~ image of 
thi~ path. {(t~3,~c. t~3',d) l i=  l . . . . .  n} connects r and s in txA where oeT,~ 
Fh~m ~,,,x. Thus ~g,~A{(/3C,/3d)113 ~ Hom ~,~.a } = 0,A as de,tired. [_] 
Proposit ion 4. If ~,x is an WAR of M,, (n >/4), then ~£A satis]i6s: 
qi) (vertex transitivity) For each a, b ~ A there is an automorphism a ~ Horn ,~A 
with t~(a) = b. 
(ii) (uniform congruences) For each 0~£ there is a number k so that every 
O-ciass has exactly k elements. 
Proof. We first prove (i). Since ~A is an IFAR, for ,each a ~ Hom :~A either a is 
an automorphism or a is a constant map. If Aut ~,~ consists of the identity map 
alone then each atom of ~(A) belongs to ~, since for each x, y ~ A, 
~g,~ {(x, y )} ::: %A{(aX. ay) [oe C Hom ~A} 
bckmgs to ~. But then N=~g(A), and this cannot be the case since ~-=-M,, and 
for n~4.  %(A) is not isomorphic to M,. Thus for some aEA there exist 
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a~AutSeA and beA with bT~a and a (a )=b.  Let B={/3a I/3eAut.~eA}. Then 
0 = ~gA{(/3a,/3b) I/3 e Horn ~/,} is a element of L;  note k a. b)e 0, and for (x, y)~. 0 
either (x, y )e  B 2 or x = y. Thus for each x e A - -B ,  {x} is a 0-class. and there is 
some 0-class which is not a singleton, and is contained in B. 
Note if B=A,  then for (x, y )eA  we have x =/31a, y =/32a for some /3~,/32e 
Aut SeA, hence x =/3d3~-~y. Thus in order to see ~A is vertex transitive it suffices 
to show B = A. 
If BT~A, then IA -BI>~ 1. Suppose IA -B I I>  1 and let c, de  A -1~ with c¢  d. 
Observe that 1r=~ga{(/3C,/3d) l /3eHom~A} belongs to 5e, (c ,d)~r ,  and for 
(x, y) e ~" either (x, y) e (A - B) 2 or x = y. Thus for each x e B, {x} is a ~'-class and 
there is some ~--class which is not a singleton and which is contained in A - B. It 
follows that ~r¢0v~" and 0v~r<la ;  but this contradicts 5e----M, since both ,~ 
and 7r are atoms of 5e. Now suppose IA -B I  = 1 and let {c}---A -B.  Note for 
some atom r le~ there is an element c'7~c with (c,c')erl .  Thus r l= 
~gA{(/3c,/3c') I/3 ~ Horn SEA}. Now for every x e B there is sore.: /3 e Aut ~ea with 
~c' = x. Moreover/3c = c, thus (c, x)e rl for every x E A. But the:': ~ = l,~, and this 
contradicts the choice of rl as an atom. This establishes that A = B as desired. 
Note (ii) follows easily from (i) since for every 0 in 5~ each P-class can be 
mapped 1-1 onto every otber 0-cl:~ss by a suitable automorphism. [] 
We remark that Proposition 4 can also be obtained as a consequence of a result 
of P. Pal Palfy [2]. 
Proposition 5. If ~A is a FAR of M, (n ~>4), then no atom 0 of ~a has a singleton 
class {a}, {a / -  {x e A I (x, a) e 0}. 
ProoL For each a e A there is, by Proposition 3, some a e Hom 2£A for which 
5e, A is an IFAR with a e aA. Note 0,A is an atom of ~A.  Thus by Proposition 4 
there is some beotA, b~a with (a,b)eO~,a c_O. [] 
Proposition 6. If  ~gA is a FAR of M, (n ~ 4) and n ~ p + 1 for any ~ri, me p, ihen at 
most one 0 in 2£ has a two element equivalence class. 
l~oL  We argue if there are two such atoms that n = p + 1. Suppose thai 0, ~,e ,T, 
and that 0 has a two element equivalence class {x, y} and ~- has a two element 
equivalence class {u, v}. Note both O and rr must be atoms in ~A. We have, by 
Proposition 2, a e Horn ~A for which ~e,,A is a characteristic subgraph and x e aA. 
Since ~,A is an IFAR and ~r,,A is an atom in ~A,  the 7r,~,~ class of x is not a 
singleton, thus the 1r,.A class of x is {x, y}. Hence by Proposition 4 every 0~a class 
consists of exactly two elements. Similarly ,;ome characteristic subgraph ~,~ is an 
IFAR of M, and every 0~A-class consists of exactly two elements. From Proposi- 
tion 2(ii) we have 5e0A ~-~,,A. it follows that every ~0A class also consists of 
exactly two elements. 
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~n--1 o 
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Fig. 1. Hamilton circuit of alternating 0 and ~ edges, with vertices of/3A labeled 0, I, 2, . . . ,  2rn - 1. 
Now ~aa is an IFAR of M,, with two atoms Oaa and rraA each having 
equivalence classes of exactly two elements. Observe that there is a Hamilton 
circuit of alternating Oar and rraa edges in ~aA. Thus each automorphism of ~aA 
is uniquely determined by its action on any single point of /3A. See Fig. 1. Since 
Y~,x is an IFAR (and thus vertex transitive) we can in fact exhibit Aut ~aA, and as 
a result we know Hom~aa explicitly. Aut ~aa consists o~" exactly 2m maps 
gcncrated by the 'rotation' p(i)= i +2 and the 'reflection' r f i )=  i -  1 (rood 2m). 
For [/3AI ~- 2m fixed one can now cahzulate ~a,~ explicitly from Aut ~B,,, obserw 
ing that each atom Yt~A of L~A is of the form: 
Yt~,x = 'g~a{( hx, hy) I h ~ Aut ~A} 
for some x, y c 13A. As a first step to determining ~a,  note thin 
~g,aA{(h0. h2) ]  a e Aut ~,~} - ~g~a{(h0, h2)  I h = Ok or 
h = p~r for some k >0} = %~a{(0, 2), (2, 4) . . . . .  (2m -2 ,  0), 
(3, lk (5,3) . . . . .  (2m-  1, 2m - 3), (1, 2m-  1)} belongs to ~A.  
Thus y, the relation whose equivalence classes are {0,2,4 . . . . .  2n, , -2} and 
{ 1,3, 5 . . . . .  2m - I} is an atom of -5£~A. Second, note that every other ,~tom of ~,oA 
has two element equivalence classes (they must be u.-,fiform, cannt t {',e singletons, 
and any three elements in a class violates the meet condition for that atom 
with y ). 
Now if m is composite, say m=d.d '  with d,d '> l ,  look at "q= 
%~,~{{h0, h2d) t h ~ Aut ~.x}.  Note ~1 - 3', as (0, 2d)~ y. It follows that rl = 3'. But 
the ,1 class of 0 is {2kd I k =0,  1 . . . . .  d ' -  l}~{2k  I k =0,  1 . . . .  m-1}=the  3' 
class o1' 0, hence y¢-3'. Thus m is prime so I/3AI = 2p for some prime p. 
Next observe that each atom 3"t~a of ~a  is generated by some (x, y) where 
either both x and y are odd, or both x and y are even, or x and y have opposite 
parity. By explicit calculation of 3'~a in the above manner one can verify easily 
that any pair x and y of the same parity generate the atom 3' produced above with 
exactly two equivalence classes. Moreover each pair (x, y) of opposite parity, say 
(2i, 2/" +-1), generate an atom 3"~a whose equivalence classes are pairs of opposite 
parity ~ilh {2r, 2s + 1} an equivalence class if and only if ( r~s) - - - ( i - j )  (rood p). 
Once again the calculation of 3'aa proceeds by explicit evaluation of the pairs 
(hx, by) for h ~ Attt ~a-  There are precisely p such atoms corresponding to the p 
choices for i -- j -=- k (rood pL 
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Thus S£aA has p + 1 atoms (~aA is in fact one of the IFAR's  described in (ii) of 
the succeeding paragraph) and ~a,x is a FAR of M, with n = p + 1 for some prime 
p. []  
4. Known FAR's of M.'s for n t> 4 
The IFAR's  provide a means of classification for FAE 's  of M.: two FAR's  of 
M. are equivalent if they have isomorphic haracteristic subgrapihs. The known 
FAR's  of M,~'s for n t> 4 are easy to describe in this way, since their characteristic 
subgraphs are of one of only two types: 
(i) For Mpk+ 1 (p prime) let 5~ be the congruence lattice of the two dimensional 
vector space over GF(pk); ~A=(A, .~)  is an IFAR of Mp~l on A= 
GF(p k) × GF(pk). 
(ii) For Mo+~ (p prime) let A={a~ . . . . .  ao, b~ . . . . .  bp}, IA l=2p,  and let :~= 
{0l . . . . .  0o+1, 0A, 1A} where 0o+ 1 has exactly two equivalence classes {al . . . . .  ap}, 
{bl . . . . .  bp} and Ok has two-element classes {ai, b~} with j - i  = - k (mod p) ~A = 
(A, ~) is an IFAR of Mo_~ i. 
Observe for p fixed and k = 1 that (i) and (ii) are non-equivalent FAR's of 
Mp+t. We pose 
Problem 1. Do there exist FAR's  of some M. whose associated characteristic 
subgraph is an IFAR which is not one of those described abovc? 
In this direction the proof given for Proposition 6 actu;~lly establishes: 
Proposition 7o I f  ~A is an I FAR of M,  in which some two atoms have two element 
equivalence classes, then n = p + 1 and the I FAR is of type (ii). 
If ~,~ is a FAR of M,, in which every pair (x, y )6A  ~ belongs tc~ some atom 
06~,  then ~,~ is said to be complete. Each of the IFAR',~ of type (i) and (ii) 
above is complete. We observe that every complete FAR of M, is in fact an 
WAR ,(cf. [8]). A natural question is 
Problem 2. Does each M. which has a FAR have a complete FAR? 
Various possibilities for the existence of complete FAR's  of N/7 are investigated 
in [8]. 
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